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”Whatever the case, while some remakes are demonstrably failures,
others are undeniably superb, and almost all interesting for what they
reveal, either about different cultures, about different directorial styles
and aesthetic orientations, about class or gender perceptions, about
different social-historical periods and changing audience expectations,
about the dynamics of the genre film, or simply about the evolution of
economic practices in the industry.”
– Forrest & Koos1
Since the turn of the millennium, film production in the Low Countries
(Belgium and the Netherlands) has witnessed the rise of a remarkable
trend: Popular Dutch films are being remade in Flanders (the Dutchspeaking, northern region of Belgium), and popular Flemish films are
being remade in the Netherlands. Because both regions, together
including only 23 million inhabitants, share the same official language
(Dutch, with some differences in accent and vocabulary), the DutchFlemish monolingual remake phenomenon appears to be highly
exceptional. Moreover, these remakes are temporally immediate and
geographically adjoining. In combination with the shared language, this
makes them unique and very uncommon in international film production;
they are thus a particularly relevant case to study in the context of
contesting and reframing existing discourses on the global remake
practice. In this article, we will explore the theoretical and conceptual
relevance of the Dutch-Flemish monolingual remake phenomenon for ongoing debates in the field of remake studies.
Starting from this observation, the article explicitly rejects what we
would call the ‘anti-remake debates’. This critical disdain for remakes can
be divided into two periods, linked to two general discourses on remakes.
First, there is the neoromantic ”belief in the auteur as a heroic, visionary,
and idiosyncratic artist”2 which prevailed during the 1950s and 1960s
and had great influence until at least the 1980s. This stance towards
remakes coincided with the influential auteur theory, advanced by
members of the Cahiers du cinéma, including André Bazin and François
Truffaut, as well as other scholars and critics related to the Nouvelle
Vague. The auteur theory states that directors, or auteurs, (must) express
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are original creative conceptions and reflections of a “genius auteur or
artist” cannot, or should not, be remade. In this respect, if one chooses to
remake a film, critics that are inclined to this discourse are apt to
compare the remake to the original rather than judging the film an sich.
As such, the issue of fidelity towards the original is central. Similar
criticism has also plagued the field of adaptation studies, in which the
comparison of, for example, a book and a film has always situated the film
as the inferior work of art.3 However, beginning in the 1980s, a second
discourse on the remake came to the fore, influenced by postmodern
theories. These conceptualised the remake “as a privileged cultural
articulation and simultaneously deconstructed the former cultural
hierarchies by which they were degraded”.4 From then on, critics and
scholars alike focused on remakes’ reflections of (national) cultural
identities and attitudes, instead of directors’ visions or worldviews.

This evolution notwithstanding, a discourse of antipathy towards remakes
remained prevalent, although now in terms of cultural domination or
assimilation, often labelled as “Americanisation” because many
European—most often French—movies were remade in Hollywood at that
time. The notion of Americanisation reflected the anxiety about cultural
globalisation, which matched strongly with a postromantic conception of
film art.5 Today, these negative assertions about remakes are still
significant and often articulated in public and scholarly discourse.
However, when one distances oneself from this normative discourse
towards the remake practice, the outcome of the discussion might be
more fruitful than expected. Of course, we do not refute such criticisms,
but we do argue that one should look beyond the economic incentives and
the often perceived and/or presumed (artistic) inferiority of the remake.
Therefore, this article proposes a more nuanced reading of the remake
practice. It is our goal to redefine or reframe the often normative
discourse surrounding (global) remakes by evincing their overall
elucidatory analytical capacities and theoretical relevance within (and
beyond) media studies. A thorough examination of the Dutch-Flemish
monolingual remake practice allows us to take a fresh look at some of the
established concepts and theories within remake studies. Likewise,
deconstructing the common understanding of the remake an
sich provides useful insights.
In the first part of this article, we claim that the discourse on film
remakes in general, and the non-commercial aura surrounding the
European remake in particular, should be revisited and deconstructed.
Next, our case of Dutch-Flemish monolingual remakes points at the
possible explanatory power of the study of remakes when the normative
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On that account, the Dutch-Flemish remake
practice demonstrates an urge for a more nuanced and layered
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understanding of intercultural media practices, including the cultural
proximity theory. Lastly, we ask ourselves how the directors of the
monolingual remake practice perceive cultural identity and in what way
these observations fit within existing scholarly debates on the remake.

The remake’s aura
The main incentive behind producing a remake is often said to be
financial gain. Film is indeed a highly unpredictable and risky business
without profit guarantees, in which remakes, with their pre-tested
material, are seen as relatively ‘safe’ profit makers.6 This preference for
pre-sold, canned projects is generally linked to Hollywood’s commercially
driven film industry,7 which is in stark contrast with Europe’s more
artistic stance on film (re)making. The latter viewpoint is strengthened by
the so-called inability of Europe’s film industry to compete with
Hollywood.8
The claim that remakes made in Europe are less commercially driven
explains why critical debates on these films are generally less pejorative,
or at least appear to be so. The underlying conceptualisation of European
remakes not only (mistakenly) denies the possibility of a commercially
motivated qualitative cinema but also indicates an inaccurate perception
of reality.9 This is illustrated by the Dutch-Flemish remake phenomenon,
of which all nine source films have been highly successful, both in terms
of cinema admissions and in terms of financial gains. Moreover, all of
them were produced or promoted as commercial (genre) films, targeted
to a large audience. For instance, when the Flemish producer of the
Dutch film remake Mannenharten (2013, de Cloe) talked about his movie
in a Flemish newspaper, he quickly referred to its commercial success
abroad: “The original story of the film originates from Germany, where
‘Männerherzen’ was a huge success in 2009. In the Netherlands, a Dutch
version was made in 2013, ‘Mannenharten’, and it was also a commercial
hit. To not confuse the audience, the title of the Flemish version was
changed”.10 The commercial incentive behind the same-language remake
practice is undeniable and—contrary to what is often claimed by scholars
but similar to the Hollywood case—also negatively received. Indeed, after
pointing out the monolingual remake practice, the Dutch critic Ekker
concludes: “Commercial? Indeed. That’s how these things go”.11
However, by focusing too much on the financial aspect, one tends to
forget that, as Forrest and Koos remind us, “cinema is both a business
and a producer of art” and that the remake is “integral to an
understanding of the relation between the two positions”.12 Walter
Benjamin’s famous essay The work of art in the mechanical age of
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originality and faithfulness towards the initial (master’s) work. Arnzen
states that remakes “particularly those rare ones which revive what
popular critics term the ‘buried treasures’ of film history—both support
and complicate Benjamin’s notion”.14 He adds that, although film itself is
inherently a mechanical reproduction, the remake causes authentic
fictions to lose their aura due to the process of reproducing the narrative.
Moreover, Arnzen argues that these remakes do reify the aura of the
original, but only for the sake of profit. At the same time, the “reliance on
overdetermined narrative codes” also makes the narrative of the original
implode, “asserting that narrative itself is a plural process of repetition
and reproduction across time”.15 However, according to Ginsburgh,
Pestiau and Weyers,16 Benjamin’s assertion that technically reproducing
works of art degrades or even destroys the aura of the original does not
appear to be valid when applied to remakes:17 “copies do not destroy the
aura of the original, but contribute to its value”.18 The latter assumption
can be linked to one of Leitch’s four categories of the remake: the
homage.19 This type of remake accepts the authority or prestigious status
of the original and tries to reveal and valorise it in a well-intended
manner. Often, directors of this kind of remake want the original movie to
be remembered and commemorated through the remaking. The
important difference here is that Leitch suggests that this idea of a
remake contributing to the original is only one form or manifestation of
the remake practice, whereas Ginsburg et al. claim that this idea is valid
for all remakes. Leitch also states that “remakes typically invoke the aura
of their originals rather than their memory”.20 By this, he demonstrates
that producers do not want the original per se to be remembered by the
audience (memory); then, the two movies may have to compete with each
other. Instead, they want to invoke an immaterial atmosphere that seems
to emanate from the original (aura).

The assertion that remakes always contribute positively to the value of
the original seems to imply that remakes testify to the importance or
relevance of the original film, which might be correct to a certain degree.
However, this principle is only applicable to a certain type of remake (i.e.,
remakes of canonical films), as was already pointed out by Leitch. It
could, however, also be the other way around (see Figure 1), as one of the
many negative comments on the trailer of the Point Break (2015, Core)
remake remarked: “You are about to create a horrible remake and worse
yet, give the original movie a bad name”.21 This is similar to what Braudy
claims when talking about rethinking the concept of the remake: “the
remade film is less frequently an homage or revival than an effort to
supplant its predecessor entirely”.22
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changes in the films’ inherent context. Therefore, the original
“disappears, leaving behind a ghostly afterlife of manipulated intertextual
signs”.23
As Arnzen already mentioned, film itself is intrinsically mechanically
reproduced, which by definition means that there is no original to be
found, nor is there an inherent aura connected to it. Nevertheless, what
he fails to mention is that this is where the beholder, or the audience,
comes into play, attaching (contextual) meaning to the movie. Hence, the
aura is subjectively and socially constructed. In this way, a film
sometimes attains the status of a ‘cult movie’, and this status or nature of
cult movies can subsequently be altered when being remade. However,
when the majority of an audience is not even aware of the existence of
the original, how can its aura be (positively) altered because of a remake?
This is the case for the Flemish/Dutch monolingual remake, given that the
original film generally did not receive any public attention across the
border, nor was the existence of an original acknowledged in the
promotional campaigns surrounding the remakes, nor did the directors of
the remake take into account the possibility that part of the audience
would be aware of the original. These matters apply to Hollywood
remakes of non-American films as well, which confirms the assumption
that, contrary to what is frequently suggested, European and American
remake practices have more in common than generally assumed.
It appears that Hollywood is very aware of the pejorative connotation of
the remake label, as is illustrated by a remarkable shift in recent
communication strategies. As film writer Ben Child24 claims, the term
‘remake’ itself, alongside the kin term ‘reboot’, seems to have become a
dirty word in Hollywood. American studios reacted to the negative aura of
the remake practice by promoting the films using different language:
“For the record, we are NOT making a reboot, but rather a continuation
of the awesome JUMANJI story”,25 as leading actor Dwayne ‘The Rock’
Johnson wrote on his Instagram profile (see Figure 2) when talking about
his upcoming film Jumanji (2017, Kasdan).
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film as not being a reboot or remake: “I think what’s important to
remember when thinking about this movie is that it’s not a sequel, and
it’s not a remake”.26 Other examples of this apparently new ‘non-remake
strategy’ are even more explicit, as the director of The Amazing SpiderMan (2012, Webb) states that it is “really important for us to be able to
communicate that this isn’t a remake of Sam Raimi’s movie. There’s a
new territory, there’s a new villain, it’s a different Peter Parker”.27 This
differs significantly from what we read in older scholarly accounts (2006)
on the remake practice, claiming exactly the opposite: “Several
marketing executives emphasise the high marketability of artistic
imitation. Terry Press, the then marketing chief of DreamWorks, for
instance wrote about promoting sequels: ’When you have a title people
recognise, part of your battle is already won’”.28 It thus seems that the
negative aura of the remake phenomenon quite recently triggered an
awareness in contemporary Hollywood, whereby the promotion and
communication strategy of a movie is increasingly focused on
communicating the non-remake status of the film.
Remakes’ explanatory power
Remakes are often understood ”to be worth ’less than‘ those texts that
stand alone, a model of art appreciation borrowed, to film studies’ and
television studies’ detriment, from the world of fine art and the
valorization of ‘aura’”.29 Drawing on our case of the Dutch-Flemish
remake phenomenon, we prefer a more nuanced, intertextual reading of
the remake practice to a focus on the possible decay of a so-called aura of
the original work of art due to remakes, which almost directly implies
adopting a normative way of looking at remakes. This echoes Leitch’s
claim about the triangular intertextual relationship that differentiates film
remakes from other movies. Accordingly, what defines remakes is a
liaison that they “establish among themselves, the original film they
remake, and the property on which both films are based”.30 We support
this claim, but only to a certain degree. As many other scholars31 have
already suggested, such a relationship wrongfully requires that remakes
are inevitably made on the basis of a non-cinematic source, which is
somewhere to be found in the intertextual chain. By consequence,
remakes that are directly derived from films without previous non-filmic
iterations are excluded. Additionally, as Herbert32 states, Leitch does
maintain a, though rhetorical, distinction between ‘original’ and ‘copy’,
which actually reinforces the hierarchy he tries to avoid. Although Leitch
certainly makes some strong points and is one of the first scholars to do
so, we would like to take this discussion a step further.
In what Baudrillard calls the ”postmodern age of cinema”,33 remakes are
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“every text is an unoriginal intertext, including the ‘original’ texts from
which adaptations and remakes purport to derive”.34 The aforementioned
(rather pessimistic) arguments tend to revolve around a lack of
originality, which, according to us, overlooks the fact that reinterpreting
an existing story and readapting it to a new (geographical, linguistic,
cultural) context does not exclude creativity and originality,35 but actually
involves and incites a great deal of these qualities. Umberto Eco clarifies
this eloquently in his essay on how to interpret serials (which include the
retake, remake, series, saga, etc.):

“Much art has been and is repetitive. The concept of absolute originality
is a contemporary one, born with Romanticism; classical art was in vast
measure serial, and the ‘modern’ avant-garde (at the beginning of this
century) challenged the romantic idea of ‘creation from nothingness,’
with its techniques of collage, mustachios on the Mona Lisa, art about
art, and so on. The same type of repetitive procedure can produce either
excellence or banality; it can put the addressees into conflict with
themselves and with the intertextual tradition as a whole; thus it can
provide them with easy consolations, projections, identifications”.36
Additionally, the earlier mentioned normative claims neglect the fact that
remakes are relevant cultural artefacts for what they disclose, either
about cultures, divergent director’s styles and aesthetic directions, class
or gender viewpoints, different social-historical times, altering audiences
and their expectations, the dynamism of the genre film or the changing
economical practices in the media industry.37 Moreover, the film remake
practice is not a recent phenomenon; it has a long history across and
within different continents and nations, even going back to the earliest
days of cinema.38 Thus, because remakes are a fundamental property of
(the history of) cinema, and because films can unveil a lot about the
cultural circumstances in which they are produced,39 remakes might
disclose more than just a specific filmic trend. Of course, one can only
claim this when keeping in mind that ”any relation of a text to its social
context is complex, mediated and decentred”.40
In this respect, we believe the concept of cultural proximity to be strongly
connected to, and elucidatory for, remakes in general and the DutchFlemish remake phenomenon in particular. Its main thesis postulates that
audiences prefer cultural products that are “as similar as possible to
one’s own language, culture, history and values”.41 It should be noted
that this so called proximity is a dynamic matter: When no local
productions are available, audiences tend to prefer products of other
cultures that are similar to their own.42 Thereby, the proximity theory
claims that language is a primordial aspect in defining audiences, next to,
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accent,44 the majority of Dutch and Flemish people perfectly understand
each other, and “do not need to switch to another language variety to be
understood”.45 Thus, according to the proximity theory, this would mean
that Dutch and Flemish cinemagoers like each other’s films and prefer
them over, for example, non-Dutch language European films. When we
look at the domestic cinema admissions provided by the annual reports of
both regions, there seems to be a contradiction between theory and
reality. That is, since the 1990s, box-office hits from the Netherlands have
hardly managed to attract Flemish (or Belgian) cinemagoers, and vice
versa. Before the 1990s, some films—such as Mira (1971, Rademakers),
Flodder (1986, Maas) and Hector (1987, Coninx)—were highly successful
in both countries. However, from the turn of the millennium on, box-office
hits were no longer able to cross the border successfully, as the following
examples show: Dossier K. (2009, Verheyen) with 408,176 visitors in
Belgium46 versus only 1,000 visitors in the Netherlands,47 and Komt een
vrouw bij de dokter (2009, Oerlemans), with 1,200,000 visitors in the
Netherlands48 and less than 16,000 visitors in Belgium.49

At the same time, the Dutch and Flemish film industries do choose to
structurally remake each other’s films, and not, for example,
Scandinavian, French or even Korean films. In other words, it seems that
we are dealing with a paradoxical situation. On the one hand, there is a
clear mutual repulsion between both regions; Dutch and Flemish cinema
audiences do not consume each other’s films anymore. On the other
hand, there is also a mutual attraction: Dutch and Flemish filmmakers
choose to remake each other’s films, and audiences are eager to consume
these remakes. Although language has been determined as the principal
indicator of cultural proximity and as a crucial binding factor of geolinguistic regions,50 our case of same-language remakes hints at an
urgent need for a more complex understanding of such intercultural
media practices in general and the cultural proximity theory in particular.
Remakes, directors and cultural identity
The remake’s explanatory power goes further; there is also a remarkable
distinction between academic conceptions and the opinions or
motivations of our monolingual remake directors. Although we do not
claim that an analysis of these (monolingual) remakes reveals clear-cut
objective differences in Flemish and Dutch cultural identities, we would
argue that it is the filmmakers’ perceived differences between Flemish
and Dutch culture that clearly come to the surface.
For example, Erik Van Looy, director of the Flemish Loft (2008), refers to
the existence of a ‘big cultural wall’ between both regions when
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Together with the Dutch remake’s director Antoinette Beumer and
common producer Hilde De Laere, Van Looy argues that although the
film evolves around ‘universal themes’, some culture-specific elements
needed to be changed to attract the Dutch audience. The women in the
Dutch Loft (2010, Beumer) are, for example, portrayed in a more
sympathetic way and are less disapproving towards adultery. Beumer
also explains this choice by stating that these women would be more
recognisable to the Dutch audience. In addition, the representation of
nudity and sexuality is more present and explicit in the Dutch remake of
Loft. Once more, Van Looy explains this by referring to Dutch people’s
nature as more extraverted, claiming that “the Dutch audience would not
have tolerated it” if the film had been shot differently.51 Another Flemish
remake director, Jan Verheyen, similarly mentions large differences in
cultural identity: “Dutch people are just more brutal than we [Flemish]
are. We have indeed opted for a softer version. That is related to national
character traits”.52

These statements reveal a more ‘classic’ and simplified approach to the
cultural proximity theory and assume rather homogenous (sub)national
audiences that “tend to prefer their own local or national productions
first”.53 This interpretation of the cultural proximity theory contradicts
the more recent approach of broadening and differentiating the notion of
proximity by claiming that “the audience is not simply embedded in a
general culture that is locally or nationally determined … it is
differentiated into different milieus and lifestyles, and differs in its sociodemographic characteristics”.54 Moreover, the above statements reveal
an essentialist interpretation of cultural identities, claiming that every
culture is built upon different “core values’, including historical, religious,
linguistic, political, legal and economic patterns.55 This viewpoint on
cultural identity differs greatly from the (social-)constructivist approach,
which is common in the fields of remake studies and cultural studies.56
The latter claims that the subject is at all times fragmented, existing out
of different identities and susceptible to constant changes. On the other
hand, the Dutch-Flemish remake directors construe (cultural) identities
rather than ‘objectively reflecting’ them, which is in line with Hall’s
influential notion of identity as “never complete, always in process, and
always constituted within, not outside, representation”.57 The revealed
discrepancy between the essentialist interpretation of (cultural) identity
as articulated by the remake directors and the constructionist stance of
many scholars confirms Brodwin’s thesis that outside the field of cultural
studies and the academic world as a whole, these essentialist notions of
identity remain omnipresent.58 Again, this demonstrates a need for a
profound contestation and deeper understanding of the proximity theory,
as well as broader intercultural media practices. For this, remakes in
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Conclusion
Distancing oneself from a normative viewpoint on the remake practice
might eventually lead to a more nuanced stance towards remakes of films
in general, and the reframing of the (dominant negative connotation of
the) term ‘remake’ in particular. As discussed above, the Dutch-Flemish
monolingual remake obliges us to adopt such a standpoint, which enables
its deconstruction and demonstrates its explanatory power. In the first
part of this article, our case hinted at a more nuanced difference between
American and European film remakes. It is often said that the Hollywood
remake practice is (purely) commercially driven, whereas the European is
not, or is less focused on financial gains. However, Dutch-Flemish
monolingual remakes are usually financially driven, which disproves the
latter assumption. Moreover, our case also points at a more complex
interpretation of the relationship between Benjamin’s concept of the aura
and the remake practice. We also claim that instead of focusing on the
pros and cons of the remake, an intertextual reading of the phenomenon
actually proves fruitful. In this way, the rapidly emerging Low Countries’
remake practice brought up an urge for a refinement of the proximity
theory in particular and for intercultural media practices in general.
Finally, our case also revealed a remarkable difference between the
essentialist and constructionist conception of cultural identities put
forward by same-language remake’s directors and the academic field,
respectively.
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